
Tami Kingmaker Song Blurbs 

 
KINGMAKER 

 

This cinematic album opener sets the tone for the journey to follow. Sweeping and dramatic, Tami 

said, “I wanted it to feel like a movie theme that plays as the opening credits unfold…that the songs 

take the listener through the highs and lows of a story unfolding, more like a movie soundtrack than 

adhering to one genre or style.” Addressing the gatekeepers and “kingmakers” who hold tightly to the 

keys of equity for women and minorities in the music industry and, more largely, society as a whole, 

she cries “my famine made your feast”, until realising she can stop begging for what is already 

rightfully hers, because she is already a king. 

 

 

CARELESS WOMAN 

 

Inspired by “Dating Tips” from a 1938 article in Parade Magazine, one of which was, “Careless 

Women never appeal to gentlemen…don’t talk while dancing.”, Tami wrote this dance hall stomp 

anthem listing all the “flaws” of a “Careless Woman”, joined by a chorus of female voices shouting in 

celebration and finishing with “I wanna be her when I grow up!”  

 

 

BABY, YOU’RE A GUN 

 

Opening with sweeping strings arranged by Victoria Kelly and a lonesome whistle that conjures the 

same cinematic flair of old Hollywood Westerns, “Baby, You’re a Gun” is a song about the 

underestimation of women and the roles society expects them to play. Tami says she was inspired 

while re-reading Dolly Parton’s autobiography, where she states, “Many an old boy has found out too 

late that I look like a woman, but think like a man. It is a great mistake to assume that because I look 

soft, I do business that way.” 

 

 

KING OF COUNTRY MUSIC 

 

With a foundation of only foot stomps, hand claps and banjo, this schoolyard-style refrain is the 

autobiography and story of Tami Neilson in music form. From performing onstage with Kitty Wells 

as a child, living in a Nashville trailer park as a teen while trying to make it as a songwriter to being a 

5-time winner of Best Country Artist in her adopted home of New Zealand, Tami challenges the 

country music norms of female artists only making up 10% of radio airplay, asking what the 

landscape would look like if there was equity, “Could the King of Country Music be the daughter, not 

the son?” 

 

 

 

 



BEYOND THE STARS 

 

Joined by the legendary Willie Nelson in this timeless duet, “Beyond the Stars” was written (by Tami 

and artist Delaney Davidson) about the loss of both their fathers and the longing to be with them 

again. “Having Willie be the voice of my father in this duet is just something beyond my wildest 

dreams. I cried for 3 days after it was recorded, listening to it and thinking about how absolutely 

overwhelmed and proud my Dad, a musician and a huge Willie Nelson fan, would have been.” Willie 

himself says it reminds him of Patsy Cline meets Marty Robbins…and if Willie says it, well, we sure 

aren’t gonna argue with him. 

 

 

GREEN PEACHES 

 

A southern gothic tale about the exploitation of young and vulnerable women by men in power. In 

the wake of an exposé of sexual harassment in her local New Zealand music industry, Tami wanted to 

write about a story that is unfortunately all too common. “This is not a comfortable song to sing, but 

the only way these things change is by continuing to drag the ugliness that can only grow and thrive 

in dark places into the light for all to see. I am in awe of the bravery and strength of the survivors 

who come forward and stand with them.” 

 

MAMA’S TALKIN’ 

 

This rock and roll infused anthem, written shortly after Kamala Harris famously uttered the words, 

“I’m speaking…” while being interrupted during a debate, was inspired by a discussion with Annie 

D’Angelo (partner of Willie Nelson). “I was telling her about a situation where a male artist 

repeatedly interrupted me when I was speaking to someone, stepping in front of me, blocking me 

with his back and she said, ‘You need to write a song about it titled, Excuse me, I’m talking!’ When 

Annie speaks, I listen!” 

 

I CAN FORGET 

 

Written by her beloved father, Ron Neilson, the music and melody a snippet on an old work tape 

found in an old box, Tami composed the lyrics, co-writing this song with him 7 years after his death. 

“I promised my Dad that his music would never die, as long as I am alive, that I would be his voice. 

Every time I’ve begun writing a new album, one of his old demos resurfaces, like gifts that he left 

behind for me to find at the right time.” 

 

THE GRUDGE 

 

Inspired by the true story of her great-grandfather disowning her grandfather due to marrying 

outside of his faith, this song explores the patterns of behaviour learned and passed down through 

family lines and making the choice to break the chain and put a stop to passing those grudges on to 

her own children. 

 



 

 

AIN’T MY JOB 

 

A raucous blues anthem about breaking free from social contracts you never signed and laughing in 

the face of expectations society puts on women. Turning country music expectations on their head, 

this album closer surprises with saxophone, stabs from the string section and honking clarinet, like a 

celebratory bitches brew. 


